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Letter 141
Current Status
2012-09-30
Dear Dan,
MEDICALSome of my pain levels have decreased, while new pains have emerged. It may be that my
brain has acclimated to the nerve pain from the ruptured disc. At the same time the pinched
nerves in the disc cause muscle spasms and weird tingling in my lower legs. I may have
mentioned earlier that I Hiled an L&I claim on the ruptured disc, as it seemed more than
likely that the work that I do along with the non-standard days off schedule both caused
and contributed to the trauma.
DOMESTIC(M) continues to be able to function on a limited basis. Her weight is causing premature
wear on her knee joints, and she is only able to leave the house about one day out of four. If
she falls over to the Hloor, we have to call the Fire Department to get help to put her back on
her feet. I cannot do it myself. We have had to do this twice now in the past few years. So I
continue to pray that the Lord will keep her stable and upright.
SPIRITUALThis current warfare continues, and will until the rapture. The most terrible aspect of my
own function in this is that by perceiving the spiritual reality surrounding things, it can
seem as if I am personally guilty of those things. Intellectually I know the truth of Scripture
regarding my own sanctiHication, but the burden of the guilt of others is tough to be around.
This is what leads to psychoses of many kinds.
The key to victory and the shield against the “psychosis of sin” (mine or others, it doesn’t
matter which one) is to walk in the Truth of The Grid, the intersection of Three Truths
founded upon a Fourth; “Greater, Stronger, Sharper”, along with the statement that “… the
Scripture cannot be broken”.
This is why the evil spirits, be they demons or angels, cannot withstand the application of
God’s Word in power. Since Scripture cannot be broken, THEY are the ones that are
BROKEN when The Word is applied to their presence. This is true even if the ones believing
in the Word have a lesser exposure to the immediate spiritual dimension. Believing in
Scripture is the same as Believing in Jesus. His Word is Who He is. So a Church that teaches
Scripture verbatim is more greatly immune to deception than those that question His
(Jesus) authority or veracity.
LETTERS
I’m thinking now that I will turn around and do commentaries on Volume 5, the same way I
did for volumes 1 and 2. And, we are still “brain-storming” on the Audio versions. But there
may still be some more topics yet before I “make the turn”.
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Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
P. S. I really have no idea how far these letters will go. Maybe I’ll just keep writing until the
Lord says to stop. That sounds like a good idea.
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